To research on brain function network, we must firstly figure out the structure of the brain. Brain connection diagram can be drawn up on the levels of macro and microscopic scale. This paper applied inner composition alignment (iota) algorithm to construct alpha rhythm brain functional network and visualize the network topology and analysis and the difference between the old and young's brain functional connectivity. The results show that clustering coefficient of the old brain network obviously differs from the young by calculating t testing with spss software, which proved that clustering coefficient of the old alpha rhythm, differs from the young.
Introduction
Brain functional network not only focuses on building links between neurons or brain regions , named brain connection diagram , also pay attention on the topological properties of brain networks, kinetic properties. The brain network is of great significance to scientific research and clinical application [1, 2] .
Some scholars have proposed inner composition alignment(iota) algorithm, which is based on a nonlinear algorithm arrangement. This paper firstly considers the alpha rhythm in different ages, using iota algorithm to calculate clustering coefficient. Then use spss software for statistical indicators independent samples T test and come to relevant conclusions.
Construct Brain Network
The process of building a network of structures and functions of the brain are very similar, divided into four steps.
The first step is the definition of network nodes. The brain was divided according to the data obtained from the relevant units, which can be used as a node. The second step, to quantify the relationship between nodes, analyzed if there is a connection function between the two regions according to relevant theories. Thirdly ,according to the above two steps to get a matrix, and then determine a threshold [3] , when less than the threshold of 0, and vice versa is 1.To establish an adjacency matrix, if there is a connection, that is 1, otherwise 0. The resulting structure or function network is a small world brain network [4] , which is determined by the chemical synapse. The last step, analysis the topological properties of the brain network based on the knowledge of graph theory after comparing with other brain network topology and come to the conclusion.
Internal structure alignment algorithm is used to construct brain function network. (1) Where n is the length of the time series, △ is a normalization constant which corresponds to the maximum number of crossing, wi,j denotes weight coefficients.
(2) Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function,
The data Processing and Analysis
Nodes' coordinates in the network are the relative physical position between electrodes during EEG acquisition, which contribute to construct brain functional network and visualize via filter simulation with Matlab software. This paper only presents the brain function network topology graph and its degree distribution of one people due to limited space, as shown in Fig. 1 . For Fig. 1 (a) and (c), the figure in the upper right corner is the average degree of the network nodes. Node degree of the young in Fig. (a) is 5.375, and that of the old in Fig. (c) is 5.
The degree distribution of the young in Fig. (b) is steady, except for a few more is intensive, and the rest is insignificant. However the degree distribution of the old in Fig. 1 (d) is unstable, half is intensive, and relatively another half is sparse. It shows that the brain function network of alpha rhythm electroencephalogram of the old is more complex than the young EEG. At the same time, it can be clearly seen the connections of each node of the old are mostly more than the young and some nodes are unconnected which shows that the brain function network of the old is complex again.
To compare accurately clustering coefficient of the old with the young subjects, we analyze each 12 individuals of the old and the young subjects. The results are shown in Table 1 . The experiment selects each 12 groups of the old and the young EEG. It shows that the average of the clustering coefficient of the old is smaller than the young while the standard deviation is bigger which indicate that the EEG of the old is unstable. To verify the difference of the two, we used SPSS for significantly different hypothesis testing; the results are shown in Table 2 . We can visually see in Table 2 that two-tailed significance is 0.049 when using equal analysis of variance to analysis clustering coefficient, less than 0.05.The result means clustering coefficient extracted from two alpha rhythm Electroencephalogram groups is distinguishable, mainly in the contact and the degree of aggregation in the brain of each band leads nodes. It may be capable of instructing and predict if the brain function is complete in the clinical.
Summary
In this paper, we mainly research on alpha rhythm electroencephalogram via the inner structure alignment algorithm. Then the 12 groups of elderly people and young people's EEG data is extracted through the filter. Then according to the formula (1), calculated IOTA coefficient. We use SPSS software to do an independent samples T test of calculation results. The observation statistic difference of this paper is obvious, and the algorithm is effective. By clustering calculation, alpha rhythm EEG information can be used to judge whether brain network is stable, and the results can be seen that the clustering coefficient of the elderly and the young people are obviously different. In conclusion, the orderly's brain function connection is more complex. Based on the above theory, we can regard the old people and young people's brain network as a starting point for further study on this brain network [5] .
